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AT A GLANCE
When America’s oldest retailer was looking
for a solution for alterations management,
clienteling, and “made-to-measure” orders,
standard software applications could not
meet their needs.

Brooks Brothers wanted to digitally transform these business processes and
selected a Rapid Application Development (RAD) Platform Vinyl, built by
Zudy, to build a custom ‘Store Excellence’ solution. The results are higher
store associate productivity, elimination of manual, paper-based processes
and overall higher customer satisfaction. Zudy’s No-Code platform, Vinyl,
has become the solution of choice for all store processes. In choosing Zudy,
Brooks Brothers has departed from outdated “best practices,” conventional
software selections and waterfall implementation, and shown that applications
built on the right platform are superior and game changing for their company.
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THE COMPANY
PRIVATELY-OWNED, OLDEST U.S. RETAILER

HEADQUARTERS:
NEW YORK

2015 REVENUE:
MORE THAN $1
BILLION GLOBALLY

EMPLOYEES:
5,800 IN
NORTH AMERICA

INDUSTRY:
FASHION RETAILER

Brooks Brothers is the oldest retailer in the United
States, Founded in 1818 as a family business. The
privately owned company offers clothing for men,
women and children. Brooks Brothers pioneered
many clothing innovations such as the first readyto-wear suits in 1849 and “wash and wear” shirts
in 1953. The company has proudly outfitted 39 of
45 US Presidents.
Brooks Brothers operates more than 260 stores
in the U.S. and over 180 stores abroad, in addition
to having an e-commerce site. The retailer also
prides itself on having a strong social purpose
and philanthropic effort through its Golden
Fleece Foundation, its support of the Make a Wish
Foundation, as well as supporting many other
local charities in the communities where it does
business.
The company is committed to providing high
levels of service and satisfaction for its customers,
as well as its staff associates. Brooks Brothers’
“White Glove Service” sets them apart in the
industry and guarantees the high-quality of
its clothing as well as the performance of the
company’s store associates.
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THE CHALLENGES

BROOKS BROTHERS

In the fast-moving, low-margin retail industry, any
improvement can have a huge impact on the business.

Brooks Brothers had many manual
processes that were laborious and
error-prone for employees. Due to
the cumbersome, manual nature
of these processes, mistakes
made by employees resulted in
many quality related issues for the
customer, putting Brooks Brothers
high level of customer satisfaction
at risk.
Brooks Brothers took a step back
and looked to see how technology
could empower the sales associates
and their business. Management
knew a better strategy of digitally
transforming
these
business
processes would result in more
time and energy for associates
to serve customers, resulting in a
better customer experience and a
higher level of satisfaction.

At the core of Brooks Brothers retail
operations is customer information.
Software applications aim to facilitate
processes around the customer with
‘Clienteling’ solutions that enable
sales associates to provide better
customer service by supplying
data on a customer’s preferences,
behaviors and purchases. When
Brooks Brothers looked to improve
processes to provide better support
as well as provide a better customer
experience, the decision was made
to start with clienteling. After
considering many standard software
clienteling applications, Brooks
Brothers came to the conclusion
that it needed a custom solution to
differentiate their brand.
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THE SOLUTION
After considering many software solutions, Brooks Brothers concluded that
standard, off-the-shelf applications were neither sophisticated enough, nor a good fit
to support the processes of its stores, and set out to build its own Clienteling system.
Unfortunately, the first attempt, using a standard development tool stack from one
of the “proven” tech stack vendors failed. The product used a standard “waterfall”
methodology, was very developer-centric, and development cycles and training were
lengthy and costly. The clienteling application ultimately fell short of the Brooks
Brothers objective to empower the sales associates in the stores and deliver “White
Glove Service”.
Brooks Brothers Chief Information Officer (CIO) heard about Zudy and the powerful
applications being built on Zudy’s no-code Vinyl Platform in a one-week proof
of concept (POC). The CIO invited the Zudy team to deliver a one-week POC for
a Clienteling App they had spent years trying to develop. Given the specs and
requirements had already been gathered, and the previous project did not deliver,
one week was a small time frame to try Zudy’s solution. The retailer explained the
concept of “Minimum Viable Product” (MVP) to participating business users, and
they were very impressed to use the first release of Zudy’s MVP product after only 3
days. Zudy delivered features in the first iteration that neither the standard software
product, nor the previous custom product, were able to achieve in the previous 18
months.
With the proof of concept delivered in less than one week, Zudy was chosen as the
solution of choice for Brooks Brothers. They embarked on the Clienteling project
built on the Vinyl Platform, as well as automating multiple processes vital for the
company’s continued success.
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NEXT UP - “Made to Measure” App
Creates New Revenue
Since its inception, Brooks Brothers has offered custom suits and shirts made to order. Today the
retailer continues the tradition of custom-tailored suits and shirts with their “Made to Measure”
program. Historically, all “Made to Measure” orders were taken manually on a paper form by the
associate or tailor, which was then hand keyed into a web interface, and then hand keyed again in
the Factory. The manual process was labor intensive, redundant, and error prone – leading to wasted
time and elevated risk of inaccurate orders. Because of minimal supply chain visibility, orders could
not guarantee fulfillment as desired, and there was no way to confirm fabrics and choices at time of
ordering.
Zudy designed and implemented a modern “Made-To-Measure” Application built in Vinyl from
the ground up in 1 week. The application integrates with over 15 data sources in their legacy ERP
and cloud landscape. Store Associates now use the application daily to take measurements, make
adjustments, and select detail options in a validated, intuitive, consumer facing application. This
solution, incorporated into the larger customer engagement application suite, enables supply chain
visibility, API integration to vendors for programmatic inventory updates, and validated transmission
to downstream factories and transactional processes in SAP. All manual, error-prone processes have
been replaced with an automated Vinyl application. With the Zudy “Made to Measure” application, all
measurements are validated, notes are stored in the customer profile and communication between
store associates and tailors is automated with workflow -- lifting the traditional process into the
digital age.

“Every CIO needs a RAD tool strategy to keep up with the growing
demands of the evolving business and to build a more collaborative
partnership with their business counterparts.”

Sahal Laher,
Executive Vice
President and CIO,
Brooks Brothers

With the Vinyl “Made-To-Measure” application,
Brooks Brothers now has real-time visibility status
across the supply chain, from the first customer
measurement to orders received by the customer.
Orders are now transmitted electronically the same
day without paper forms, reducing production time,
decreasing audit failures. The reduction of errors has
led to lower costs, higher customer satisfaction and
repeat business as customers receive their tailored
clothing as specified. The retailer’s impact analysis
has revealed customer satisfaction is up revenue has
increased over $1 Million per month. In addition,
return refunds have decrease by 75%. All alterations
management is now automated.

the task. It was not surprising that, despite best
intentions, some thank you notes did not make
it to customers, especially during busy seasons.
Today, with Zudy’s No-code Platform, the key
data is captured electronically, employees are
automatically reminded, and the production and
delivery of thank you notes are tracked in the Vinyl
application with full visibility to management.

Another area Brooks Brothers automated with Zudy,
was the retailer’s tradition of sending thank you
notes to customers. In the past, the process was
manual –leaving it up to the associate to not forget

After having achieved quick success in North
America, Brooks Brothers is now rolling out
applications built on the Vinyl Platform to its stores
in Europe and Hong Kong.

Today 10+ Brooks Brothers developers are trained
to build and support applications on the Vinyl
Platform. This has contributed greatly to the faster
project delivery speed Brooks Brothers has seen
since engaging with Zudy.
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Zudy
powered
business
wins

• $1 million a month in new revenue
• 40 hours to deliver application
• Real-time visibility to garment level across the supply chain, from first
customer measurement to order received at the store
• Increased customer satisfaction, experience, & repeat purchases
• Orders are now transmitted electronically - same day, no paper, reducing
production time and audit failures, and improving customer satisfaction
• Return refunds decreased 75%

THE IMPACT
Overall customer satisfaction and service levels are up for Brooks Brothers, and the company
attributes this to the adoption of applications built on the Vinyl Platform. The retailer’s
management and staff made it clear that Zudy and the applications built using Vinyl, have
contributed to better performance using key metrics – customer satisfaction, Made to Measure
revenue, and store associate productivity.
One of the most inspiring results of using Vinyl is that IT’s role has shifted from bottleneck to
business partner in creating innovative software applications and rapid digital transformation,
driving millions in new revenue. A key aspect of this role change is the high speed with which
applications built on Vinyl can be deployed, most going live in less than two months from
project kickoff.
The successful adoption of applications built since engaging with Zudy has made Vinyl the
de-facto development platform for all application needs in the stores.
Brooks Brothers has built and deployed over 15 game-changing applications on the Vinyl
platform, including Task Management and a Store Analytics Dashboard for daily use by the
executive management team.
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THE TAKEAWAYS
LESSONS LEARNED

To differentiate your brand, standard
software packages are not the answer!
Contrary to conventional wisdom
from the past 30 years, it is clear that
standard software applications do not
always achieve the results businesses
need to compete. It takes courage
and a leap of faith to change your IT
department’s status quo. The Vinyl
no-code platform will mitigate risk, as
shown in this case study. One week
and you remove all doubt.

Business users are key to the
success of applications built on a
no-code application development
platform. A key factor for success
in custom application development
is that the business takes ownership
and formulates the requirements for
applications. Executive sponsorship
must pave the way to avoid political
roadblocks. Lack of ownership by
the business will lead to failure in any
development effort.

No-code application development
has a rapid learning curve. Vinyl’s

AppDev Methodology is unique
and has proven to reduce
development efforts by up to 80%
and can be learned quickly by the
business and IT.
No-code is a MUST in your IT arsenal.
Business best practices evolve quickly
and enterprises must respond in real
time! No-code platforms are a key
enabler for collaboration between the
business and IT. No-code platforms
are a critical component of any
successful IT strategy.
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ROI
Brooks Brothers has seen significant improvement in many areas of their
business. The retailer has experienced increased revenue, improved
customer satisfaction and now new business models are emerging. “Made to
Measure” revenue is up 1000% in one year and store associate productivity
has improved, lowering costs and increasing in store revenue. All areas of
improvement can be qualitatively tied back to the creation, implementation
and operation of the Vinyl application.

Best Practices
There are two key best practices to learn from the Brook Brothers case study:

1

BUILD CUSTOM FOR
THE PERFECT FIT.

Standard software cannot fulfill enterprise
automation needs any longer. Zudy is the
answer for building applications in house, in
weeks for less than the cost of one traditional
app, providing the best possible fit for the
automation needs of today’s businesses to
compete at a higher level.

2

RUN YOUR BUSINESS USING
YOUR IMAGINATION AND THE
FUTURE OF APPDEV.

Applications built on a no-code platform need to be built
with an agile project methodology, which can pose a
learning challenge to both business and IT. The good news
is that agile can be quickly learned and organizations that
have adopted Zudy’s agile methodology never look back.
The benefits of being able to quickly satisfy rapidly evolving
business requirements through an agile development
approach and the Vinyl No-Code platform, are simply too
obvious to go back to a code-based development strategy.

What to Avoid
This Brooks Brothers case study shows that the transformational elements of using an advanced
no-code platform should be key. Make sure to require a “Proof of Concept” before embarking
on any development project with a so-called “Low-code” vendor. It is vital that the business
takes ownership of future processes and collaborates closely with IT. If there is a lack of business
sponsorship, custom projects should be halted, as the risks of building applications that do not
meet the needs of the business are substantial.
Zudy Customers on average build 50+ apps per year.
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HIGHLIGHTS FOR CHOOSING THE
RIGHT NO-CODE PLATFORM
Here are key aspects of Vinyl’s End-to-End Platform that management should
gather from this case study and consider when choosing a No-code platform
for agile delivery of applications in weeks NOT months and years:

Lite Integration:
Vinyl’s built-in modern integration method allows for connection to multiple data sources
and integrates data from the UI layer. Applications built on the Vinyl platform can connect
to web services and provide full CRUD operations to all data sources.

Dynamic Responsive Design:
With Vinyl, build once, run anywhere: Mobile, Tablet, and PC. Applications automatically
scale to fit any device with Vinyl’s patented Column and Panel Selection Service. Better
than a Mobile App!

Enterprise Enabled:
Vinyl provides authentication with all security models as well as identity management, role
based security and Reach. In addition, there is full life cycle management with Dev/QA/
Production release management.

No-Code:
Vinyl is a platform for enterprise business users to build game-changing applications in
days using model driven architecture without compromise. Vinyl is robust enough for
even advanced developers.

Business Enablement:
Vinyl’s appdev methodology enables all elements of application development to streamline
and accelerate. From requirements and iteration with the Business to testing, security and
release into production, Vinyl empowers IT to work confidently with the business to deliver
outstanding results every time.
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